Abstract Some type of penetration into a subsurface is required in planetary sampling. Drilling and coring, due to its efficient penetrating and cuttings removal characteristics, has been widely applied in previous sampling missions. Given the complicated mechanical properties of a planetary regolith, suitable drilling parameters should be matched with different drilling formations properly. Otherwise, drilling faults caused by overloads could easily happen. Hence, it is necessary to establish a drilling load model, which is able to reveal the relationships among drilling loads, an auger's structural parameters, soil's mechanical properties, and relevant drilling parameters. A concept for the filling rate of auger flute (FRAF) is proposed to describe drilling conditions. If the FRAF index under one group of drilling parameters is less than 1, this means that the auger flute currently removes cuttings smoothly. Otherwise, the auger will be choked with compressed cuttings. In drilling operations, the drilling loads on the auger mainly come from the conveyance action, while the drilling loads on the drill bit primarily come from the cutting action. Experiments in one typical lunar regolith simulant indicate that the estimated drilling loads based on the FRAF coincide with the test results quite well. Based on this drilling load model, drilling parameters have been optimized.
Introduction

20
As the Earth's closest nature satellite, the Moon completely 21 records the 4.5 billion years evolutionary history of the solar 22 system. Hence, when human beings started extraterrestrial 23 explorations, the Moon definitely was the preferred target.
1,2 24 The main goal of lunar exploration is to understand the geo- 25 logical evolution of early stars through analyzing the subsur- 26 face composition beneath the surface. Compared with other 27 sampling methods, drilling and coring, due to its efficient 28 penetrating and cuttings removal characteristics, has been 29 widely applied to past planetary sampling missions. 3, 4 matically and becomes the main power consumer 11 .
66
To prepare for future Mars exploration, 190 Since there is no relative locomotion between the flexible tube and simplifying it, we obtain: and G is the gravity of the lunar regolith element.
281
According to the active earth pressure theory, the positive 282 pressure acted on the lunar regolith r y at a drilling depth h 283 is calculated as follows: earth pressure can convey soil upward, the deviation from the 299 statics equilibrium is illustrated as follows: 
Based on the velocity triangle, the lunar regolith motion 351 equations can be obtained as follows: as follows: 
Modeling and validation
432
Based on the analysis of the conveyance mechanism in Sec- can be obtained as follows: 
Since the filling rate of auger flute K f = 1 in a choking con- and the penetration force are as follows: Combining Eqs. (11) and (15), drilling loads on the drill bit 518 in a non-choking condition can be acquired. Fig. 12 Drilling loads on the auger in two conditions. force in a choking condition are as follows: is constantly less than 1, meaning that the drill tool is not Cohesion force between cuttings and the bottom of borehole
Rankine passive earth pressure F cp Normal force on the transition plane by the additional stress Drilling load modeling and validation based on the filling rate of auger flute in planetary sampling 11 are acquired, as shown in Fig. 19 .
670
The relationship between the sampling rate K and the ratio 671 of v p to n was discussed in former experimental research. 28 . 
